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Estate agencies report rise in prime property buyers

06-Aug-2013 

An increasing number of first-time buyers in the UK are purchasing prime property in bigger

cities such as London, according to new research.

A report published by Beauchamp Estates showed that there were strong house sales in

areas such as Mayfair and Regent's Park, over the last three months.

Although previous research has often shown a surge in overseas buyers flocking to London to

purchase prime property, these new figures show that more UK buyers are coming onto the

market.

Buyers are currently attracted to the availability of good housing stock and the convenience of

the locations which are close to the West End and Grosvenor Square.

Sales went up by a quarter (25 per cent)  for the first five months of 2013 compared to the

same period in 2012.

However, there were far fewer sales for properties worth more than £35 million. In addition to

the increase in first-time buyers from the UK, Beauchamp also showed that prime rents in

London have increased by 14.1 per cent over the last three months and 21 per cent in Mayfair.

The research was supported by separate findings from Strutt & Parker. According to the estate

agency, sales of property under £2 million have rapidly increased to 38 per cent this year.

This represents a dramatic difference from last year, when sales rose by nine per cent.

Furthermore, in the last quarter, English buyers represented 70 per cent of the property

purchasers.

Harry Wigram, partner at Strutt & Parker Chelsea, said that he believes these positive trends

will continue, with more first-time buyers hitting the prime property market.

"We expect the autumn market to return to normality after the summer holidays as long as

London doesn't experience the terrible weather it did at the beginning of the year, which kept a

lot of our reliable international buyers far away," he added.

Meanwhile, the summer Market Intelligence report from the Crayson estate agency reported a

27 per cent increase in sales of properties over £2 million. 
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